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Application of graph-theoretical methods tosolving some problems of kinetics of complex 
reactions i considered. The possibility of reducing the graph-theoretical problems to the 
multivariate polynomial operations and use of a symbolic manipulation system isshown. The 
implemented symbolic manipulation system for solving the problems of kinetics of complex 
reactions i  described and example ofits usage given, 
Representation f a complex chemical reaction in the form of a weighted oriented graph 
allows graph-theoretical methods to be used for calculating various characteristics of the 
reaction. The advantage of this approach is that the specialist is able to use complex 
mathematical methods in terms and notions of a particular system, i.e. without such 
intermediate models as equations ystems, matricies, etc. 
There seem to be two ways of computer implementation f graph-theoretical methods: 
(1) design of specialised computers and processors based on microprocessing technology 
and (2) use of symbolic-algebraic manipulation systems. It is the second approach that is 
considered here. 
Graph-theoretical methods prove especially fruitful when analysing kinetic dependences 
of so-called linear mechanisms (Yablonsky et al., 1983), i.e. those in each reaction of 
which only one molecule of intermediate substance participates. Here the node of the 
graph is associated with every intermediate substance X~, and the arc of the graph 
(X s, Xt) corresponds to the reaction of transformation of the substance X~ into the 
substance X,. The arc (reaction) is characterised by the weight bet being equal to the 
velocity of corresponding reaction with unit concentration of the intermediate substance. 
Graph-theoretical methods may be used for solving a number of problems presented 
below. 
1. Determining the Stable Concentration of an Intermediate Substance 
This concentration is determined by the Volkenstein-Goldstein (I966) correlation (for 
convenience the substance concentration is denoted by the same letter X~) 
Di 
X, = -~-, (1) 
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where D~ is the basic determinant of the reaction graph with base in the node X~, i.e. the 
sum of weights of all the spanning trees with roots in a node representing substance X~, 
and D is the sum of all basic determinants of the reaction graph. 
2. Determining the Stationary Velocity of the Complex Catalytic Reaction 
The reaction velocity may be represented by expression (I). For example, the velocity 
of the phase (Xs, X,) may be described as 
W = b~,.X~-bt~.Xt (2) 
or, according to (1), 
b~,. D~- bt~. D, 
W = D (3) 
To find the groups of spanning trees being similar with respect o the experiment ( his 
problem arises in many applied tasks), it is necessary to consider the denominator in (3). 
Calculation of the number of such groups requires the spanning tree of the reaction graph 
to be investigated (Evstigneev et al., 1979). 
3. Finding the Characteristic Polynomial of the Complex Reaction 
This polynomial is used for analysing relaxions of complex chemical reactions. It has 
been proved (Estigneev et at., 1984) that the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials 
may be calculated by means of finding the weights of the spanning trees and K-spanning 
trees of the reaction graph. 
As it is clear from above, the problem of design and computer implementation of the 
algorithms for generating the spanning trees and K-spanning trees for a given graph is 
very important. 
Usage of symbolic algebraic manipulation systems for generating the considered types 
of subgraphs is based on reduction of the graph-theoretical problems to multivariate 
polynomial manipulation. The Chert (1966) algorithm has been selected from a sufficiently 
large number of the spanning-tree generation algorithms. It may be described as follows. 
Let for each node Xi of the graph G = (X, E), St be the set of the arcs going out Xt, 
St={e~ °, ...,e,,,.~(°l The operations ~ (addition) and ~ (multiplication) with 
corresponding properties are defined on the set H of all the sets St. These operations allow 
considerations of the arcs ef ° as variables, the subgraphs Gt = (X, Et) as monomials 
:Jk and the sets St as polynomials e(i ° ~ (~ eli ~ on which the conventional -J1 " ' " • • • 
addition and multiplication operations are defined. Let X r be a given node. Consider the 
Cartesian product 
Cr: ~I.S[:SI ~t~S2(~.(~Sr-I (~ Sr÷l ~. . . (~Sn,  Inl =X.  (4) i=l iv~r 
C, is the set of all subgraphs of the graph G, the nodes of which, excepting the node X,, 
have the outcome semi-power being equal to 1, i.e. the set C r includes all the spanning 
trees with the root in Xr. Having eliminated all unnecessary elements from C r, we obtain 
desired set of the spanning trees. Slight modifications of this approach permit generating 
the K-spanning trees and contours. 
To implement the Chen algorithm the multivariate polynomial algebra with arcs of the 
graph as variables has been used in the system under consideration. 
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As is seen from the algorithm, generation of the spanning trees may be reduced to 
addition and multiplication of the polynomials constructed according to the graph being 
considered. The resulting polynomial obtained by formula (4) defines the set of subgraphs 
(each monomial represents a subgraph) not all of which are spanning trees, A polynomial, 
all monomials of which represent only spanning trees, may be constructed by means of a 
special algorithm. 
The computation of the weights of the spanning trees and basic determinants is then 
reduced to the computation of the values of monomials and polynomials, respectively, at 
a point determined by the weights of the elementary reactions. These weights are 
represented by either numbers or expressions K,C, where K is the unknown constant of 
the reaction velocity, and C is a concentration ofsubstance. In the second case the weight 
is represented by a polynomial with variables of two types: K and C. 
The system provides interactive facilities along with output of results on a printer. The 
user-interface language oriented to a specialist-chemist  easy to learn and use. A special 
subsystem is implemented for solving each specific problem. These subsystems are called 
KARKAS (SPANNING TREE), SKOROST' (VELOCITY) and POLYNOMIAL. The type of problem 
being solved is requested on calling the system. After a program has run, another 
subsystem ay be invoked or the same program may be rerun with different data in the 
course of the same session. 
The KAP, KAS subsystem allows all the spanning trees of the given reaction graph to be 
constructed and concentration of intermediate substances to be calculated. The reaction 
graph defined by enumeration of the arcs with the real-number weights represents he 
input data of the subsystem. 
The SKOROST' subsystem is used for finding out the velocities of the given elementary 
reactions. Its input data are elementary reactions in common-used representation. The 
third subsystem is intended for computing the characteristic polynomial of complex 
reaction. The input data are the same as for the subsystem SKOROST'. As an example let us 
consider the computation of the velocity of complex reaction. Let the following reaction 
graph be defined 
A 
~. . .  K1. I-A] 
Z AZ 
B 
BZ 
The reaction may be represented in the form of the following elementary reactions 
(stages): 
KI .[AI 
(1) A+Z ~ AZ, 
K- I  
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K2 
(2) AZ ~- BZ, 
K-2  
Ka 
(3) BZ ~ B+Z. 
K-s . [B]  
It is necessary to calculate the velocity of the first stage. This problem is to be solved as 
follows: 
System User 
specify the problem SKOROST' 
module  SKOROST' is started 
output of results on printer (yes/no): yes 
indicate the stage number 3 
input stages: (1) °,/oA°/'o+Z-~(K1 ~ [A]) ~ (K1) = AZ; 
(2) AZ -o (K2) ~ (K2) = BZ; 
(3) BZ ~ (K3) ,-- (K3 ~ I-if]) = ~B ~ + Z; 
ok yes 
reaction input 
what else? print graph 
1: 2(weight = (k+ 1),[A]), 
3(weight = (k -  3) ,[B]); 
2: l(weight = (k -  1)), 3(weight = (k+2)); 
3:1 (weight = (k + 3), 2(weight = (k -  2)); 
what else'? w(1) 
numerator w(1) = [B] ( -  (k -  1)(k- 2)(k - 3)) + 
IAl((k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)) 
number of complexes =2, 
two of which are Arrhenius 
denominator = 
[B ] ( ( (K+2) (K -3) )+( (K -1) (K -3) )+( (K -2) (K -3) ) )  number of summands = 3 
[A] ( ( (K+I) (K+2))+((K+I) (K+3))+((K+I) (K-2) ) )  number of summands =3 
(((K + 2)(K + 3)) + ((K - 1)(K + 3)) + ((K - 1))K - 2))) number of summands = 3 
number of complexes = 3, 
no one of which is Arrhenius 
what else? end 
module SKOROST' terminated 
cpu time = 1.22 sec. 
The system manipulates with two main objectives: graphs and polynomials. The graphs 
are represented in the form of special tables which are completed" when inserting the 
graph. Polynomials have the form of packed lists, every element, of which, represents a 
monomial. A list element consists of several words, the number of which is defined 
depending on the number of the arcs of inserted graph. The algorithms implemented in
the ARAP system (Semjonov, 1984) are used for processing the polynomials. This system is 
designed for symbolic manipulations of multivariate polynomial and rational functions 
with infinite-precision i teger coefficients. The ARAV system implements all the arithmetic 
operations on polynomials and rational functions, calculation of the greatest common 
divisor of a polynomial, polynomial factorisation, univariate rational function integration, 
and some other operations. There are three different polynomial representations in the 
ARAV system, and anyone may be automatically chosen depending on the operations to be 
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performed. The input language of the system is rather simple but sufficient for solving 
most of the problems. 
The kinetics problem solving system considered in the paper as well the ARAP system, 
has been programmed in the high-level language Y~,RMO (Cheblakov, 1977) and 
implemented on the BESM-6 computer. BESM-6 performance is about 700000 op/sec, with 
main memory being equal to 128K of 48-bit words. The YARMO language has been chosen 
as a system implementation language due to its efficiency and ease of use. We could not 
use the existing symbolic manipulation language ANALmC since it was wired in the Mm-2 
computer which was incompatible with BESM-6. The YARMO language is oriented to the 
BESS-6 computer and intended for systems programming. This procedural language has 
quite a rich set of control and data structures and in many aspects YARMO seems to be 
similar to the BT.tSS language. 
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